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A best-selling translation of the classic epic is complemented by lavish photographs and
illustrations of period relics, from Viking warships and chain mail suits to spearheads and a
reconstruction of the Great Hall. Original. 30,000 first printing.
A bilingual edition of the Old English epic poem features the Old English and modern
translation of facing pages and chronicles the exploits of the great hero Beowulf in his battles
with supernatural monsters. Reprint.
A new, feminist translation of Beowulf by the author of the much-buzzed-about novel The Mere
Wife Nearly twenty years after Seamus Heaney’s translation of Beowulf—and fifty years after
the translation that continues to torment high-school students around the world—there is a
radical new verse translation of the epic poem by Maria Dahvana Headley, which brings to light
elements that have never before been translated into English, recontextualizing the binary
narrative of monsters and heroes into a tale in which the two categories often entwine, justice
is rarely served, and dragons live among us. A man seeks to prove himself as a hero. A
monster seeks silence in his territory. A warrior seeks to avenge her murdered son. A dragon
ends it all. The familiar elements of the epic poem are seen with a novelist’s eye toward
gender, genre, and history—Beowulf has always been a tale of entitlement and encroachment,
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powerful men seeking
to become more powerful, and one woman seeking justice for her child,
but this version brings new context to an old story. While crafting her contemporary adaptation
of Beowulf, Headley unearthed significant shifts lost over centuries of translation.
An inspired and urgent prose retelling of the Maya myth of creation by acclaimed Latin
American author and scholar Ilan Stavans, gorgeously illustrated by Salvadoran folk artist
Gabriela Larios and introduced by renowned author, diplomat, and environmental activist
Homero Aridjis. The archetypal creation story of Latin America, the Popol Vuh began as a
Maya oral tradition millennia ago. In the mid-sixteenth century, as indigenous cultures across
the continent were being threatened with destruction by European conquest and Christianity, it
was written down in verse by members of the K’iche’ nobility in what is today Guatemala. In
1701, that text was translated into Spanish by a Dominican friar and ethnographer before
vanishing mysteriously. Cosmic in scope and yet intimately human, the Popol Vuh offers
invaluable insight into the Maya way of life before being decimated by colonization—their code
of ethics, their views on death and the afterlife, and their devotion to passion, courage, and the
natural world. It tells the story of how the world was created in a series of rehearsals that
included wooden dummies, demi-gods, and eventually humans. It describes the underworld,
Xibalba—a place as harrowing as Dante’s hell—and relates the legend of the ultimate king, who,
in the face of tragedy, became a spirit that accompanies his people in their struggle for
survival. Popol Vuh: A Retelling is a one-of-a-kind prose rendition of this sacred text that is as
seminal as the Bible and the Qur’an, the Ramayana and the Odyssey. Award-winning scholar
of Latin American literature Ilan Stavans brings a fresh creative energy to the Popol Vuh, giving
a new generation of readers the opportunity to connect with this timeless story and with the
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plight of the indigenous
people of the Americas. Praise for Popol Vuh: A Retelling: “Salvadoran
illustrator Larios provides lush images to accompany stories of the Earth and the underworld,
Xibalba, and the animals and gods that inhabit them…. A beautiful interpretation of pivotal
Central American history told through contemporary illustration and language.” —Kirkus
Reviews “In these pages you will find an adroit retelling of a complex and often confusing tale
with a vast and bewildering cast of characters. Approaching the Popol Vuh with a fresh eye
and the necessary erudition, Ilan Stavans, the distinguished scholar of Hispanic culture, nimbly
conveys the content and the sense of the original, retaining its magic and fascination, while
rendering it more accessible to a wider readership. Popol Vuh: A Retelling artfully presents the
case for the centrality of this magisterial story to the cultural consciousness of the Americas
and for the urgency of its message.” —Homero Aridjis, from the foreword "At a time when so
many of us ask ourselves about the end of the world as we know it, few books could be more
relevant than this sacred text of the Maya. In a mesmerizing, illuminating new translation, Ilan
Stavans brings to contemporary readers this lyrical epic, with its messages from a lost
civilization obsessed, as ours should be, with the inevitable cycles of catastrophe and change.
The Popol Vuh encourages us to contemplate the perpetual conflict between truth and
falsehood, light and darkness, so that we may find the wisdom to emerge as better people."
—Ariel Dorfman, author of Death and the Maiden "Popol Vuh is one of the seminal foundational
'texts' of the Americas before it became 'America'—and one so few of us really know much
about. Again, Ilan Stavans is infusing the US of A with the cultures and stories that have been
traditionally erased or ignored and forgotten. All I can say is, another amazing Stavans
project!" —Julia Alvarez "The Popol Vuh is the great book of creation of the Maya K'iche'
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Stavans has embarked on an intrepid adventure of recreation; he returns to a
myth of origin to endow it with vibrant topicality, proving that rewriting a legend is a way of
bewitching time." —Juan Villoro, author of God Is Round “Many translators, scholars, and poets
have brought us close to the radiant eminence of our Mayan origin story, the Popol Vuh. None
touch its wondrous dynamism and epic elegance like Stavans and Larios. Free of the formal
constraints of the K’iche’ original, Stavans’s delivers a masterful retelling that invites us into
chimeric dreams: from the mischievous first peoples and the quests of those grown from
seeds, to hybrid creatures and demi-god twins with battles lost and won. Larios’s dexterous
admixture of cool washes and vibrant color palettes along with a K’iche’-inspired line-work
aesthetic, further unzip our minds to a shared ancestral imaginary. Only my Guatemalan
abuelita could cast such storytelling spells over me. Together, Stavans and Larios invite us all
to dance as the children we once were and will become. A gift!” —Frederick Luis Aldama,
author of Long Stories Cut Short: Fiction from the Borderlands “Ilan Stavans's retelling of this
ancient and sacred story of the Mayan people is as exquisitely written as it is necessary.”
—Eduardo Halfon, author of Mourning Praise for Ilan Stavans: “Ilan Stavans is an inventive
interpreter of the contemporary cultures of the Americas…. Cantankerous and clever, sprightly
and serious, Stavans is a voracious thinker. In his writing, life serves to illuminate
literature—and vice versa: he is unafraid to court controversy, unsettle opinions, make enemies.
In short, Stavans is an old-fashioned intellectual, a brilliant interpreter of his triple
heritage—Jewish, Mexican, and American.” —Henry Louis Gates, Jr. “…in the void created by
the death of his compatriot Octavio Paz, Ilan Stavans has emerged as Latin America’s liveliest
and boldest critic and most innovative cultural enthusiast.” —The Washington Post “Ilan
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Stavans has done
as much as anyone alive to bridge the hemisphere’s linguistic gaps.” —The
Miami Herald “A canon-maker.” —The Chronicle of Higher Education “Ilan Stavans is a
maverick intellectual whose canonical work has already produced a whole array of marvels...
His incisive essays are redefining Jewish literature.” —The Forward “Ilan Stavans is the rarest
of North American writers—he sees the Americas whole. Not since Octavio Paz has Mexico
given us an intellectual so able to violate borders, with learning and grace.” —Richard
Rodriguez “In the multicultural rainbow that is contemporary America, no one may be more
representative of the state of the union than Ilan Stavans.” —Newsday “Ilan Stavans may very
well succeed in becoming the Octavio Paz of our age.” —The San Francisco Chronicle “A
virtuoso critic with an exuberant, encyclopedic, restless mind.” —The Forward “Ilan Stavans
has the sharp eye of the internal exile. Writing about the sometimes reluctant reconquista of
North America by Spanish-speaking cultures or the development of his own identity, he deals
with both the life of the mind and the life of the streets.” —John Sayles “Lively and intelligent,
eclectic, sharp-tongued.” —Peter Matthiessen “I think Stavans has one of the best grips around
on what makes Spanish America tick.” —Gregory Rabassa “Ilan Stavans is a disciple of Kafka
and Borges. He accepts social identity broadly, in the most cosmopolitan terms… His impulse is
to broaden, not to narrow; he finds understanding through complication of identity, not through
the easy gestures of ethnic politics.” —The New York Times “Ilan Stavans has established
himself as an invaluable commentator of literature.” —Phillip Lopate
New York Times bestselling author Maria Dahvana Headley presents a modern retelling of the
literary classic Beowulf, set in American suburbia as two mothers—a housewife and a battlehardened veteran—fight to protect those they love in The Mere Wife. From the perspective of
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Herot Hall, the suburb is a paradise. Picket fences divide buildings—high and
gabled—and the community is entirely self-sustaining. Each house has its own fireplace, each
fireplace is fitted with a container of lighter fluid, and outside—in lawns and on
playgrounds—wildflowers seed themselves in neat rows. But for those who live surreptitiously
along Herot Hall’s periphery, the subdivision is a fortress guarded by an intense network of
gates, surveillance cameras, and motion-activated lights. For Willa, the wife of Roger Herot
(heir of Herot Hall), life moves at a charmingly slow pace. She flits between mommy groups,
playdates, cocktail hour, and dinner parties, always with her son, Dylan, in tow. Meanwhile, in
a cave in the mountains just beyond the limits of Herot Hall lives Gren, short for Grendel, as
well as his mother, Dana, a former soldier who gave birth as if by chance. Dana didn’t want
Gren, didn’t plan Gren, and doesn’t know how she got Gren, but when she returned from war,
there he was. When Gren, unaware of the borders erected to keep him at bay, ventures into
Herot Hall and runs off with Dylan, Dana’s and Willa’s worlds collide.
Presents a new translation of the Anglo-Saxon epic chronicling the heroic adventures of
Beowulf, the Scandinavian warrior who saves his people from the ravages of the monster
Grendel and Grendel's mother.
Anglo-Saxon poetry was produced between 700 and 1000 AD for an audience that delighted in
technical accomplishment, and the durable works of Old English verse spring from the source
of the English language. Michael Alexander has translated the best of the Old English poetry
into modern English and into a verse form that retains the qualities of Anglo-Saxon metre and
alliteration. Included in this selection are the ‘heroic poems’ such as Widsith, Deor,
Brunanburh and Maldon, and passages from Beowulf; some of the famous ‘riddles’ from The
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the ‘elegies’, including The Ruin, The Wanderer, The Seafarer, The Wife’s
Complaint and The Husband’s Message, in which the virtu of Old English is found in its purest
and most concentrated form; together with the great Christian poem The Dream of the Rood.
Beowulf & Other Stories was first conceived in the belief that the study of Old English – and its
close cousins, Old Icelandic and Anglo-Norman – can be a genuine delight, covering a period
as replete with wonder, creativity and magic as any other in literature. Now in a fully revised
second edition, the collection of essays written by leading academics in the field is set to build
upon its established reputation as the standard introduction to the literatures of the time.
Beowulf & Other Stories captures the fire and bloodlust of the great epic, Beowulf, and the
sophistication and eroticism of the Exeter Riddles. Fresh interpretations give new life to the
spiritual ecstasy of The Seafarer and to the imaginative dexterity of The Dream of the Rood,
andprovide the student and general reader with all they might need to explore and enjoy this
complex but rewarding field. The book sheds light, too, on the shadowy contexts of the period,
with suggestive and highly readable essays on matters ranging from the dynamism of the
Viking Age to Anglo-Saxon input into The Lord of the Rings, from the great religious prose
works to the transition from Old to Middle English. It also branches out into related traditions,
with expert introductions to the Icelandic Sagas, Viking Religion and Norse Mythology. Peter S.
Baker provides an outstanding guide to taking your first steps in the Old English language,
while David Crystal provides a crisp linguistic overview of the entire period. With a new chapter
by Mike Bintley on Anglo-Saxon archaeology and a revised chapter by Stewart Brookes on the
prose writers of the English Benedictine Reform, this updated second edition will be essential
reading for students of the period.
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This presentation of the translation and the Old English Text on facing pages
allows the reader to approach the first major poem in English literature in a fresh
and exciting new way. Includes a Guide to Reading Aloud, Introduction,
Commentary and notes for translation from the original.
This carefully crafted ebook: "Beowulf: complete bilingual edition including the
original anglo-saxon edition + 3 modern english translations + an extensive study
of the poem + footnotes, index and alphabetical glossary" contains 5 books in
one volume and is formatted for your eReader with a functional and detailed table
of contents. Beowulf is the conventional title of an Old English heroic epic poem
consisting of 3182 alliterative long lines, set in Scandinavia, commonly cited as
one of the most important works of Anglo-Saxon literature. It survives in a single
manuscript known as the Nowell Codex. Its composition by an anonymous AngloSaxon poet is dated between the 8th and the early 11th century. In 1731, the
manuscript was badly damaged by a fire that swept through a building housing a
collection of Medieval manuscripts assembled by Sir Robert Bruce Cotton. The
poem's existence for its first seven centuries or so made no impression on writers
and scholars, and besides a brief mention in a 1705 catalogue by Humfrey
Wanley it was not studied until the end of the eighteenth century, and not
published in its entirety until the 1815 edition prepared by the Icelandic-Danish
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scholar Grímur Jónsson Thorkelin. In the poem, Beowulf, a hero of the Geats in
Scandinavia, comes to the help of Hroðgar, the king of the Danes, whose mead
hall (in Heorot) has been under attack by a monster known as Grendel. After
Beowulf slays him, Grendel's mother attacks the hall and is then also defeated.
Victorious, Beowulf goes home to Geatland in Sweden and later becomes king of
the Geats. After a period of fifty years has passed, Beowulf defeats a dragon, but
is fatally wounded in the battle. After his death, his attendants bury him in a
tumulus, a burial mound, in Geatland. The numerous different translations and
interpretations of Beowulf turn this monumental work into a challenge for the
reader.
It would be difficult to overestimate the importance of the Bible in the medieval
world. For the Anglo-Saxons, literary culture emerged from sustained and
intensive biblical study. Further, at least to judge from the Old English texts which
survive, the Old Testament was the primary influence, both in terms of content
and modes of interpretation. Though the Old Testament was only partially
translated into Old English, recent studies have shown how completely
interconnected Anglo-Latin and Old English literary traditions are. Old English
Literature and the Old Testament considers the importance of the Old Testament
from a variety of disciplinary perspectives, from comparative to intertextual and
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historical. Though the essays focus on individual works, authors, or trends,
including the Interrogationes Sigewulfi, Genesis A, and Daniel, each ultimately
speaks to the vernacular corpus as a whole, suggesting approaches and
methodologies for further study.
A masterpiece from one of the greatest poets of the century In a momentous
publication, Seamus Heaney's translation of Book VI of the Aeneid, Virgil's epic
poem composed sometime between 29 and 19 BC, follows the hero, Aeneas, on
his descent into the underworld. In Stepping Stones, a book of interviews
conducted by Dennis O'Driscoll, Heaney acknowledged the significance of the
poem to his writing, noting that "there's one Virgilian journey that has indeed
been a constant presence, and that is Aeneas's venture into the underworld. The
motifs in Book VI have been in my head for years--the golden bough, Charon's
barge, the quest to meet the shade of the father." In this new translation, Heaney
employs the same deft handling of the original combined with the immediacy of
language and sophisticated poetic voice as was on show in his translation of
Beowulf, a reimagining which, in the words of James Wood, "created something
imperishable and great that is stainless--stainless, because its force as poetry
makes it untouchable by the claw of literalism: it lives singly, as an English
language poem."
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Beowulf' may rightly be pronounced the great national epic of the Anglo-Saxon
race. Not that it exalts the race so much as that it presents the spirit of the AngloSaxon peoples, the ideals and aims, the manners and customs, of our ancestors,
and that it does so in setting before us a great national hero. Beowulf himself was
not an Anglo-Saxon. He was a Geat-Dane; but he belonged to that confraternity
of nations that composed the Teutonic people. He lived in an heroic age, when
the songs of the wandering singers were of the great deeds of outstanding men.
The absolute epic of the English people has yet to be written. To some extent
Arthur, though a British King-that is to say, though he was King of the Celtic
British people, who were subsequently driven into the West, into Cornwall and
Wales and Strathclyde, by our Saxon ancestors-became nationalized by our
Anglo-Norman ancestors as a typical King of the English people. He has become
the epic King of the English in the poetry of Tennyson. It is always a mystery to
the writer that no competent singer among us has ever laid hands upon our own
Saxon hero, King Alfred. It is sometimes said that there is nothing new under the
sun, that there is nothing left for the modern singer to sing about, and that the
realm of possible musical production is fast vanishing out of view. Certainly this is
not true of poetry. Both Alfred and Arthur are waiting for the sympathetic voice
that will tell forth to the world the immortal splendour of their personalities. And
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just as the Anglo-Normans idealized Arthur as a hero-king of the English nation,
though he really fought against the English, so the Saxon singer of Beowulf has
idealized this Geatish chieftain, and in some way set him forth as the idealized
chieftain of the Teutonic race.
This carefully crafted ebook: “Beowulf: complete bilingual edition including the
original anglo-saxon edition + 3 modern english translations + an extensive study
of the poem + footnotes, index and alphabetical glossary” contains 5 books in
one volume and is formatted for your eReader with a functional and detailed table
of contents. Beowulf is the conventional title of an Old English heroic epic poem
consisting of 3182 alliterative long lines, set in Scandinavia, commonly cited as
one of the most important works of Anglo-Saxon literature. It survives in a single
manuscript known as the Nowell Codex. Its composition by an anonymous AngloSaxon poet is dated between the 8th and the early 11th century. In 1731, the
manuscript was badly damaged by a fire that swept through a building housing a
collection of Medieval manuscripts assembled by Sir Robert Bruce Cotton. The
poem's existence for its first seven centuries or so made no impression on writers
and scholars, and besides a brief mention in a 1705 catalogue by Humfrey
Wanley it was not studied until the end of the eighteenth century, and not
published in its entirety until the 1815 edition prepared by the Icelandic-Danish
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scholar Grímur Jónsson Thorkelin. In the poem, Beowulf, a hero of the Geats in
Scandinavia, comes to the help of Hroðgar, the king of the Danes, whose mead
hall (in Heorot) has been under attack by a monster known as Grendel. After
Beowulf slays him, Grendel's mother attacks the hall and is then also defeated.
Victorious, Beowulf goes home to Geatland in Sweden and later becomes king of
the Geats. After a period of fifty years has passed, Beowulf defeats a dragon, but
is fatally wounded in the battle. After his death, his attendants bury him in a
tumulus, a burial mound, in Geatland. The numerous different translations and
interpretations of Beowulf turn this monumental work into a challenge for the
reader. This ebook contains 5 books in one ebook: 1) By Anonymous, edited by
Alfred John Wyatt: "Beowulf". This is the anglo-saxon original version based on
the autotypes (facsimilies) in Julius Zupitza’s edition of 1882. 2) By John Lesslie
Hall: "Beowulf - An Anglo-Saxon Epic Poem". This is a 1892 translation of
Beowulf into modern english with notes and comments. 3) By William Morris:
"The Tale of Beowulf - Sometime King of the Folk of the Weder Geats". This is an
1895 translation of Beowulf into modern english with notes and comments. 4) By:
Francis Barton Gummere: "Beowulf". This is a 1910 translation of Beowulf into
modern english , with notes and comments. 5) By: Raymond Wilson Chambers:
"Beowulf - An Introduction to the Study of the Poem with a Discussion of the
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Stories of Offa and Finn".
In exploring the identities of foreign fighters seeking glory abroad, this revisionist
book challenges the traditional view of Beowulf as a "hero." Beowulf emphasizes
the obligations attending excellence and the temptation of power, both personal
and civic.
More than 70 of today's most celebrated poets, including Seamus Heaney,
Robert Pinsky and Molly Peacock, present new translations of Anglo-Saxon
poetry that give life to medieval English voices ranging from weary sailors and
forlorn wives to farmers and drunken louts.
"Alexander's translation is marked by a conviction that it is possible to be both ambitious and
faithful [and] ...communicates the poem with a care which goes beyond fidelity-to-meaning and
reaches fidelity of implication. May it go on ... to another half-million copies." - Tom Shippey,
Bulletin of the International Association of University Professors of English Beowulf is the
greatest surviving work of literature in Old English, unparalleled in its epic grandeur and scope.
It tells the story of the heroic Beowulf and of his battles, first with the monster Grendel, who
has laid waste to the great hall of the Danish king Hrothgar, then with Grendel's avenging
mother, and finally with a dragon that threatens to devastate his homeland. Through its blend
of myth and history, Beowulf vividly evokes a twilight world in which men and supernatural
forces live side by side. And it celebrates the endurance of the human spirit in a transient
world. For more than seventy years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic
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literature in the English-speaking
world. With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics
represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across genres and
disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions
and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date
translations by award-winning translators.
The story of one man's triumph over a legendary monster, Beowulf marks the beginning of
Anglo-Saxon literature as we know it today. This Enriched Classic includes: • A concise
introduction that gives readers important background information • A timeline of significant
events that provides the book's historical context • An outline of key themes and plot points to
help readers form their own interpretations • Detailed explanatory notes • Critical analysis and
modern perspectives on the work • Discussion questions to promote lively classroom and book
group interaction • A list of recommended related books and films to broaden the reader's
experience Enriched Classics offer readers affordable editions of great works of literature
enhanced by helpful notes and insightful commentary. The scholarship provided in Enriched
Classics enables readers to appreciate, understand, and enjoy the world's finest books to their
full potential. Series edited by Cynthia Brantley Johnson
Filled with portrayals of deception, love, murder, and revenge—yet defying traditional medieval
epic conventions for representing character—the Nibelungenlied is the greatest and most
unique epic in Middle High German. The Klage, its consistent companion text in the manuscript
tradition, continues the story, detailing the devastating aftermath of the Burgundians' bloody
slaughter. William Whobrey's new volume offers both—together for the first time in English—in a
prose version informed by recent scholarship that brilliantly conveys to modern readers not
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only the sense but
also the tenor of the originals.
R.M. Liuzza’s translation of Beowulf, first published by Broadview in 1999, has been widely
praised for its accuracy and beauty. The facing-page translation is accompanied in this edition
by genealogical charts, historical summaries, and a glossary of proper names. Historical
appendices include related legends, stories, and religious writings from both Christian and
Anglo-Saxon traditions. These texts help readers to see Beowulf as an exploration of the
politics of kingship and the psychology of heroism, and as an early English meditation on the
bridges and chasms between the pagan past and the Christian present. Appendices also
include a generous sample of other modern translations of Beowulf, shedding light on the
process of translating the poem. This new edition features an updated introduction and an
expanded section of material on Christianity and paganism.
Readers everywhere know that nothing soothes the spirit like sinking into a really good book. If
you're one of that happy band, you'll quickly recognize the authors of this inspired reading
guide as kindred spirits. Here David and John Major have chosen one hundred books that can
each be delightfully consumed in one quiet evening. Covering categories from fantasy to
fiction, history to humor, mystery to memoir, this addictive volume features books to match all
your moods—by both celebrated writers and gifted unknowns, including: • Russell Baker • Willa
Cather • Raymond Chandler • F. Scott Fitzgerald • Graham Greene • Edith Hamilton •
Dashiell Hammett • Helene Hanff • Ernest Hemingway • Patricia Highsmith • Shirley Jackson
• Henry James • W. Somerset Maugham • Mary McCarthy • Walter Mosley • Vladimir
Nabokov • Patrick O'Brian • Barbara Pym • Phillip Roth • Vikram Seth • Isaac Bashevis
Singer • C. P. Snow • Dylan Thomas • Evelyn Waugh • Edith Wharton • Laura Ingalls Wilder
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Each selection contains an entertaining discussion of what makes the book
special, from an adventurous writing style to a unique sense of humor. The Majors also share
insights about the authors and literary anecdotes, as well as recommend other gems on a
similar subject or by the same author. A literary companion to relish and refer to again and
again, 100 One-Night Reads is a masterpiece in its own right!
Ernest Kirtlan produced this 1913 translation of Beowulf, an Old English epic poem by an
anonymous Anglo-Saxon poet and the oldest surviving long poem in the language. The poem
was written in England some time between the 8th and the early 11th century and set in
Scandinavia.Beowulf, a hero of the Geats (Swedes), comes to the aid of Hrothgar, the king of
the Danes, whose mead hall in Heorot has been under attack by a monster known as Grendel.
After Beowulf slays him, Grendel's mother attacks the hall and is then also defeated.
Victorious, Beowulf goes home to Geatland and later becomes king of the Geats. After fifty
years, Beowulf defeats a dragon, but is fatally wounded. After his death, his attendants
cremate his body and erect a tower as a memorial.
The book examines the diachronic change of time perception throughout Anglo-Saxon
England, with the conversion as a turning point. It draws evidence from a variety of sources, in
particular from a close reading of Bede’s historical writings and his treatises on time, from Old
English poetry, especially The Dream of the Rood, The Phoenix, The Wanderer, Beowulf, The
Ruin, Deor, from the literature of the Alfredian period, and from the lexical and statistical
analysis of Old English time words. It offers insights into the complexity of time in the AngloSaxon context, and shows how the change of time can help to understand the conceptual
system of the Anglo-Saxons.
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R.M. Liuzza’s Broadview
edition of Beowulf was published at almost exactly the same time as
Seamus Heaney’s; in reviewing the two together in July 2000 for The New York Review of
Books, Frank Kermode concluded that both translations were superior to their predecessors,
and that it was impossible to choose between the two: “the less celebrated translator can be
matched with the famous one,” he wrote, and “Liuzza’s book is in some respects more useful
than Heaney’s.” Ever since, the Liuzza Beowulf has remained among the top sellers on the
Broadview list. With this volume readers will now be able to enjoy a much broader selection of
Old English poetry in translations by Liuzza. As the collection demonstrates, the range and
diversity of the works that have survived is extraordinary—from heartbreaking sorrow to wideeyed wonder, from the wisdom of old age to the hot blood of battle, and to the deepest and
most poignant loneliness. There is breathless storytelling and ponderous cataloguing; there is
fervent religious devotion and playful teasing. The poems translated here are meant to provide
a sense of some of this range and diversity; in doing so they also offer significant portions of
three of the important manuscripts of Old English poetry—the Vercelli Book, the Junius
Manuscript, and the Exeter Book.

First published in 1920, The Intellectual Life has been repeatedly reprinted and
continues to inspire and instruct young scholars.
An examination of English verse translations of Beowulf, including Seamus
Heaney's version alongside other influential renditions.
The comparative study of the literatures of Ireland and Scotland has emerged as
a distinct and buoyant field in recent years. This collection of new essays offers
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the first sustained comparison of modern Irish and Scottish poetry, featuring
close readings of texts within broad historical and political contextualisation.
Playing on influences, crossovers, connections, disconnections and differences,
the 'affinities' and 'opposites' traced in this book cross both Irish and Scottish
poetry in many directions. Contributors include major scholars of the new
'archipelagic' approach, as well as leading Irish and Scottish poets providing
important insights into current creative practice. Poets discussed include W. B.
Yeats, Hugh MacDiarmid, Sorley MacLean, Louis MacNeice, Edwin Morgan,
Douglas Dunn, Seamus Heaney, Ian Hamilton Finlay, Michael Longley, Medbh
McGuckian, Nuala ni Dhomhnaill, Don Paterson and Kathleen Jamie. This book
is a major contribution to our understanding of poetry from these islands in the
twentieth and twenty-first centuries.
A comprehensive study guide offering in-depth explanation, essay, and test prep
for Beowulf, considered by some to be representative of the earliest stage in the
development of oral poetry. As one of the most well-known works of early AngloSaxon literature, Beowulf is one of the earliest records of standard Old English.
Moreover, this epic is studied for its use of fusing pagan and Christian elements
through the lens of a hero’s struggles. This Bright Notes Study Guide explores
the context and history of Beowulf as a classic work, helping students to
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thoroughly explore the reasons it has stood the literary test of time. Each Bright
Notes Study Guide contains: - Introductions to the Author and the Work Character Summaries - Plot Guides - Section and Chapter Overviews - Test
Essay and Study Q&As The Bright Notes Study Guide series offers an in-depth
tour of more than 275 classic works of literature, exploring characters, critical
commentary, historical background, plots, and themes. This set of study guides
encourages readers to dig deeper in their understanding by including essay
questions and answers as well as topics for further research.
Beowulf: complete bilingual edition including the original anglo-saxon edition + 3
modern english translations + an extensive study of the poem + footnotes, index
and alphabetical glossarye-artnow
The papers collected in this volume reflect the long and distinguished career of
Professor Helmut Gneuss in the fields of Early English language, literature and
culture. The volume will thus be of particular interest to researchers in Standard
Old English, Old and Middle English poetry, medieval manuscript studies,
palaeography, and the history of English language scholarship.
Please fill in marketing copy
New York Times bestseller and winner of the Whitbread Award. Composed
toward the end of the first millennium, Beowulf is the elegiac narrative of the
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adventures of Beowulf, a Scandinavian hero who saves the Danes from the
seemingly invincible monster Grendel and, later, from Grendel's mother. He then
returns to his own country and dies in old age in a vivid fight against a dragon.
The poem is about encountering the monstrous, defeating it, and then having to
live on in the exhausted aftermath. In the contours of this story, at once remote
and uncannily familiar at the beginning of the twenty-first century, Nobel laureate
Seamus Heaney finds a resonance that summons power to the poetry from deep
beneath its surface. Drawn to what he has called the "four-squareness of the
utterance" in ?Beowulf? and its immense emotional credibility, Heaney gives
these epic qualities new and convincing reality for the contemporary reader.
The first and most terrifying monster in English literature, from the great early epic Beowulf,
tells his own side of the story in this frequently banned book. This classic and much lauded
retelling of Beowulf follows the monster Grendel as he learns about humans and fights the war
at the center of the Anglo Saxon classic epic. This is the book William Gass called "one of the
finest of our contemporary fictions."
A modern translation of the Anglo-Saxon poem, attempts to portray the alliteration and rhythm
of the original
Composed towards the end of the first millennium, the Anglo-Saxon poem Beowulf is one of
the great Northern epics and a classic of European literature. In his new translation, Seamus
Heaney has produced a work which is both true, line by line, to the original poem, and an
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language and music, of something fundamental to his own creative gift. The
poem is about encountering the monstrous, defeating it, and then having to live on, physically
and psychically exposed, in that exhausted aftermath. It is not hard to draw parallels between
this story and the history of the twentieth century, nor can Heaney's Beowulf fail to be read
partly in the light of his Northern Irish upbringing. But it also transcends such considerations,
telling us psychological and spiritual truths that are permanent and liberating.
The famous translation into modern English verse with imitative meter and archaic diction.
Morris and Beowulf were both particular favorites of Tolkien.
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